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1 Introduction
1.1 Goals
***REMEMBER TO FIX THESE

We analyze ergative-marking at the interface of syntax and phonology in two Panoan languages of
the Yaminawa dialectal complex (Fleck, 2013) – Yawanawa and the previously undescribed Xinane – in
order to:

1. put forth an analysis of nasal harmony in the two languages;

2. put forth a description of the prosody of the two languages, contributing to the typology in (gon17);

3. present findings on the acoustic correlates of stress;

4. propose an OT constraint ranking (c.f. McCarthy and Prince 1994) that accounts for the observed
patterns.

1.2 Claims
***REMEMBER TO FIX THESE

1. while regressive nasal assimilation is present in both languages, Xinane has additional nasalization
processes that are not strictly local and require a correspondence-based analysis (c.f. mccpri95;
roswal04).

2. tone is not distinctive in Yawanawa and Xinane.

3. the acoustic correlates of stress are intensity in Xinane and an HL pitch contour in Yawanawa.

4. the decadence of the Xinane ergative system may have its roots in nasal harmony.
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1.3 Background CONTENTS

1.3 Background

The Yawanawa language

• Spoken in the Rio Gregório indigenous reser-
vation in the state of Acre, Brazil.

• Panoan language of the Yaminawa dialec-
tal complex (Mainline branch, Nawa group,
Headwaters subgroup, c.f. Fleck 2013).

• 160 self-declared active speakers; less than
25% of the population (ProDocLin, 2010). 1

The Xinane language

• Spoken in the Kampa and Isolados do Rio
Envira indigenous reservation in the state of
Acre, Brazil.

• Previously undescribed; the mutual intelli-
gibility with Brazilian Yawinawa suggests it
should be grouped in the Yaminawa dialectal
complex.

• 34 speakers, all monolingual (Funai, 2018). 2

Figure 1: Yawanawa and Xinane location

1All data presented here – naturalistic and elicited – were originally collected in the context of two language projects: 1.
Yawanawa language documentation project: Yawanawahãu xinã, ProDocLin (Museu do Índio, Funai/UNESCO, 2010–2013); 2.
Línguas indígenas ameaçadas: pesquisa e teorias linguísticas para a revitalização (CNPq, 2014 –)

2All data presented here – naturalistic and elicited – were originally collected in the context of the Xinane language documen-
tation project, ProDocLin (Museu do Índio, Funai/UNESCO, 2017–2018).
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2 YAWANAWA

2 Yawanawa
In Yawanawa the subjects of transitive verbs are consistently marked for ergative case and allomorphy
of the ergative morpheme is conditioned by prosody. As such, let us focus on prosody first, in order to
explain ergative allomorphy and set the stage for the analysis of nasal harmony.

2.1 Prosodic Patterns
The language was previously described as a stress-final (c.f. gon17; Paula 2004), but we follow Souza
(2013)’s claim that the language forms moraic iambs with left-to-right footing directionality (c.f. Hayes
1995).

The default foot type in Yawanawa is the iamb. Disyllabic words are stressed on the final syllable,
creating a single iambic foot, as illustrated in (1):

****MAYBE SHOW ONE OF THESE ON PRAAT AND SAY WHAT THE ACOUSTIC CORRE-
LATE IS FROM THE BEGINNING

(1) 2-syllables words: 1 iambic foot
a. (ka.ˈpɨ) ‘cayman’
b. (u.ˈwa) ‘flower’
c. (kus.ˈku) ‘vulture’
d. (paʂ.ˈpa) ‘type of frog’
e. (iʃ.ˈtĩ) ‘star’
f. (mu.ˈti) ‘container’

In Optimality theory, the iambic nature of Yawanawa can be captured by the crucial ranking of Iamb»
Trochee, which forces all feet to be right-headed. In addition, (1-b) demonstrates the crucial ranking
between the markedness constraint Onset and the faithfulness constraint Dep: Yawanawa relies upon
Dep being ranked higher than Onset because the language prefers to remain faithful to the input syllable
structure rather than to epenthesize an onset.

(2) Dep » Onset

u.wa Dep Onset

a. + u.wa ∗
b. nu.wa ∗!

Example (1-c) shows that Yawanawa allows an uneven iamb consisting of a closed syllable followed
by a stressed open syllable, which suggests that consonantal codas do not add weight to syllables. Glides
pattern like long vowels and do contribute weight3, as shown in (3):

(3) Glides and long vowels are moraic
a. (ˈtiː).ka ‘proper name’
b. (ˈtuj).ku type of monkey

3-syllable words form only one iambic foot followed by an unparsed syllable, which shows that a ban
on degenerate feet is stronger than the need to exhaustively parse all syllables. Phonological evidence
for the proposed stress pattern include vowel devoicing and a reduced vowel inventory in final unstressed
positions. As in other Panoan languages (c.f. XXX), final unstressed syllables are often the target of full
deletion.

(4) 3-syllable words: 1 iambic foot, 1 unparsed syllable
a. (ka.ˈra).ta ‘kidney’
b. (na.ˈka).ʂɨ ‘termite’
c. (pa.ˈhĩ).ki ‘ear’

In OT, this ban on degenerate feet results from ranking a foot binarity constraint above the constraint
that requires exhaustive parsing of all syllables.

3This is a simplification of the dual nature of glides. For a full account, see blumsou17; ullXX
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2.2 Ergative allomorphy 2 YAWANAWA

(5) FtBinσ » Parseσ

ka.ra.ta FtBinσ Parseσ

a. + (ka.ra)ta white∗
b. (ka.ra.ta) ∗! white
c. (ka.ra)(ta) ∗! white

Monosyllabic words provide further evidence of a requirement that feet have minimally two moras in
Yawanawa. Short vowels lengthen to maximize the moraic quantity of the minimal iambic foot, as in
(6). Unlike short vowels, a long vowel carries two moras so it is able to fulfill a moraic foot binarity
requirement.

(6) Monosyllabic vowel lengthening
a. (ˈnaː) ‘to die’
b. (ˈhuː) ‘hair’
c. (ˈniː) ‘forest’

(7) FtBinμ » Dep

na FtBinμ Dep

a. (na) ∗! white
b. + (naː) white∗

Thus the constraint FtBinμ must be crucially ranked higher than Dep, which is in turn ranked higher
than Parseσ allowing the third syllable of each word in ?? to remain unparsed rather than being parsed
with a lengthened vowel or degenerate foot.

(8) a. FtBinμ » Parseσ
b. Dep » Parseσ

na.ka.ʂɨ FtBinμ Dep Parseσ

a. + (na.ˈka).ʂɨ ∗
b. (na.ˈka)(ʂɨː) ∗!
c. (na.ˈka)(ʂɨ) ∗!

With the patterns observed so far, the following constraint ranking can capture the default stress
pattern outlined in this section:

(9) Iamb » FtBinμ, FtBinσ » Dep » Onset, Parseσ

ACOUSTIC STUFF HERE?? OR AS I SUGGESTED ABOVE?

2.2 Ergative allomorphy
This section will show that ergative allomorphy is directly related to prosodic patterns in Yawanawa. In
words with a final stressed syllable, the ergative morpheme surfaces as a nasal feature on the final vowel:

(10) a. (ʂa.ˈja) + ERG → (ʂa.ˈjã) proper name
b. (ja.ˈwa) + ERG → (ja.ˈwã) ‘wild boar’
c. (ka.ˌpa).(ku.ˈɾu) + ERG → (ka.ˌpa).(ku.ˈrũ) proper name
d. (kã.ˌmã).(ʂa.ˈka) + ERG → (kã.ˌmã).(ʂa.ˈkã) proper name

In words with a final unstressed syllable, the ergative morpheme surfaces as -nɨ̃. This morpheme
makes a new iambic foot along with the previously unfooted final unstressed syllable:

(11) a. (ˈti:).ka + ERG → (ˈti:).(kã.nɨ̃) proper name
b. (ˈtuj).ku + ERG → (ˈtuj).(kũ.nɨ̃) type of monkey
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2.3 Nasal Harmony 2 YAWANAWA

c. (ta.ˈka)ɾa + ERG → (ta.ˈka)(ɾã.ˌnɨ̃) ‘chicken’

This allomorph also surfaces on words with a closed final syllable4:

(12) a. (kã.ˈmã) + ERG → (kã.ˈmã).nɨ̃
b. (ɾu.ˌwɨ).(ˈʃaw) + ERG → (ɾu.ˌwɨ).(ˈʃaw).nɨ̃ ‘computer’

Other ergative allomorphs exist5, but we will focus on these here because of the nasal harmony processes
they trigger. We will stay neutral regarding whether -n and -nɨ̃ are different allomorphs or if -n derives
from the deletion of the vowel in -nɨ̃ when this morpheme occurs in a weak unstressed position, followed
by resyllabification of the onset. The latter option is proposed in Souza (2013), given that a number
of word-final unstressed syllables in Yawanawa (and other Panoan languages like XXX) are subject to
vowel devoicing and are often the target of full deletion.

2.3 Nasal Harmony
The examples presented so far show that Yawanawa words undergo a process of regressive nasal spreading
from nasal onsets and codas. For instance, the nasal allomorph -n suffixes to the words in (10) (partially
repeated below as (13)), the nasal feature spreads to the preceding vowel and the consonant deletes,
since it is not a licit coda6.

(13) a. (ʂa.ˈja) + ERG → (ʂa.ˈjã) proper name
b. (ja.ˈwa) + ERG → (ja.ˈwã) ‘wild boar’

This assimilation process is blocked by intervening consonants, as seen in, for instance:

(14) (ka.ˌpa).(ku.ˈɾu) + ERG → (ka.ˌpa).(ku.ˈrũ) proper name

The example below show that a nasal feature also spreads backwards from a nasal onset:

(15) (kã.ˈmã) + ERG → (kã.ˈmã).nɨ̃

Finally, the example below shows that if a word’s final syllable is closed, it does not undergo the same
process, since -n cannot occupy the coda position. The allomorph -nɨ̃ surfaces in this case.

(16) (ɾu.ˌwɨ).(ˈʃaw) + ERG → (ɾu.ˌwɨ).(ˈʃaw).nɨ̃ ‘computer’

OT TO ANALYZE NASAL SPREAD??

2.4 Xinane
As Yawanawa, Xinane also shows evidence of regressive nasal spreading from nasal onsets and codas.
The words in (17) show that suffixation of the ergative morpheme triggers nasal harmony on the root.

*****WE NEED TO FIGURE OUT THE XINANE PROSODIC STUFF. ADD HERE WITH CON-
STRAINT RANKING (?) AND IMPORTANTLY, SEE IF IT CORRELATES TO THE ERGATIVE
ALLOMORPHY. DO THE WORDS THAT HAVE JUST NASALIZATION HAVE FINAL STRESS?
OR ARE THEY ALL ACTUALLY TROCHAIC?

(17) Nasal Harmony: nasality spreads regressively from the suffix
a. ʂa.wɘ+ ERG → ʂa.wɘ̃
b. tu.a + ERG → tũ.ã
c. ɘ.o + ERG → ɘ.̃õ
d. hwɘ.hwo + ERG → hwɘ.̃hwõ

Xinane also has an additional type of nasalization process. As shown in (18), suffixation of the
ergative (or the genitive) morpheme triggers the nasalization of the voiced stops [d] and [b].

4Nasal vowels are the result of nasal assimilation from an adjacent nasal consonant. Evidence of this is the impossibility of a
nasal vowel followed by a coda: there is a nasal consonant occupying the coda position in these cases.

5The allomorph -tũ occurs in morphologically complex words: ʂa.tʃi (proper name) + ʃta (DIM) + ERG → ʂa.tʃi.ʃta.tũ; manakati
tsika (pull tooth) + ai (NMLZ) + ERG → manakati tsikaitũ (dentist). And the allomorph -hãw corresponds to -hu (PL) + ERG, as
in ja.wa.na.wa.hu (the Yawanawa people) → ja.wa.na.wa.hãw

6Possible Yawanawa codas are glides [j] and [w], voiceless sibilants – alveolar [s], post-alveolar [ʃ], and retroflex [ʂ] – and glottal
stop.
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2.4 Xinane 2 YAWANAWA

(18) Nasal Harmony targets voiced stops
a. tʃa.da + ERG → tʃã.na type of bird
b. di.hu + ERG → nĩ.hũ scorpion
c. hwɘ.do + ERG → hwɘ.̃nõ type of fowl
d. a.dʒa + ERG → ã.ɲã yellow macaw
e. ɾu.du + ERG → ɾũ.nũ snake
f. pa.dʒu + ERG → pã.ɲũ sting ray

There are two facts, however, that make this process different from the strictly local nasal spread. The
first is that it is not affected by intervening consonants, as shown in (19). The second is that it often
doesn’t affect intervening oral segments: the vowels in (19) do not nasalize.

(19) Non-local nasal harmony
a. diʃ.po + GEN → niʃ.po type of leaf
b. dɘ.ʂo + ERG/GEN → nɘ.ʂo river turtle
c. baʂ.ko + ERG → maʂ.ko Mashko Piro (enemy)
d. u.do + ERG → u.no wild pig
e. ba.kɘ+ ERG → ma.kɘ pirana
f. dɘ.ʔa + ERG → nɘ.ʔa type of fowl
g. ba.ɽi + ERG → ma.ɽi type of rodent
h. dɘ.da + ERG → nɘ.na jenipapo fruit
i. dʒu.ɽa + ERG → ɲu.ɽa (indigenous) person
j. ku.ba + ERG → ku.ma type of fowl
k. da.wa + ERG → na.wa foreigner

This type of nasal harmony cannot be captured by a spreading account. It seems that a correspondence-
based analysis is needed, along the lines of McCarthy&Prince (1995) and Rose&Walker (2004), according
to which similarity-based correspondence between segments forms the basis for their interaction.

Note that many words retain the ERG/GEN suffix where nasality comes from. In others, it seems to
delete, however, once correspondence is triggered.

Note also, that nasal spreading and harmony by correspondence seem to be co-existing in Xinane:
while the words in (17) and (18) could be analyzed as undergoing regressive spread of a nasal feature,
the same analysis cannot account for the data in (19).

So... what’s the correct analysis? How do we make sense of this?
We observe great variation among speakers regarding nasal harmony processes, i.e. in our data set,

different speakers will produce different surface forms for a given input, as shown in ??.

(20) tʃa.da + ERG → tʃã.na / tʃã.nã / tʃã.nã.mɘ̃

We hypothesize that the ergative-marking system is undergoing a type of morphological impoverish-
ment/decay(?) for a number of reasons, some of which are directly related to nasal harmony processes.
The first and most obvious reason is the fact that some speakers (especially children, but also some young
adults) don’t have any morphological marking of ergativity in the vast majority of sentences elicited. An
example is:

XX EXAMPLE SENTENCE (AUDIO) – NO MARKING OF ERG
Another fact that seems to point in the same direction comes from words which have an underly-

ing third syllable that only surfaces when the word receives additional suffixation. This is a common
phenomenon in a number of Panoan languages (c.f. XXX), including Yawanawa.

In Yawanawa, the words in (21) whose citation (and absolutive case) forms have 2 syllables, surface
with 3 syllables when receiving additional morphology, for instance the ergative suffix (see also the
augmentative in (21-c)):

(21) 2 syllable words that are underlyingly 3 syllables in Yawanawa
a. ka.pɨ+ ERG → ka.pɨ.tã cayman
b. tɨ.tɨ+ ERG → tɨ.tɨ.pã hawk
c. tɨ.tɨ+ AUG → tɨ.tɨ.pã.wã imperial hawk
d. asĩ + ERG → asĩ.mã type of fowl

We see a similar phenomenon in Xinane, but in this case, there’s no additional morphological marking
that would correspond to ergativity. Ergative morphology is usually expressed by nasal features, but in
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3 APPENDIX

Xinane, it seems that underlying third syllables are being analyzed as ergative allomorphs:

(22) 2 syllable words that are underlyingly 3 syllables in Xinane
a. ba.ʂo + ERG → ba.ʂo.pa jaguar
b. ka.pɘ+ ERG → ka.pɘ.ta cayman
c. tɘ.tɘ+ ERG → tɘ.tɘ.pa hawk
d. ɾu.du + ERG → ɾu.du.pa snake (generic)
e. ʂa.ʔa + ERG → ʂa.ʔa.pa crab
f. ka.pa + ERG → ka.pa.na squirrel
g. ʂa.do + ERG → ʂa.do.pa type of snake
h. ʂu.da + ERG → ʂu.da.pa type of fish
i. a.sĩ + ERG → a.sĩ.mã type of fowl

So, perhaps what’s happening is a process in which speakers are getting rid of redundant morpho-
logical marking of ergativity. The ergative morpheme starts out as -mɘ(̃or -nɘ,̃ I don’t understand what
conditions this allomorphy) and the nasal feature spreads regressively onto the root, as shown below:

(23) Words marked ergative with allomorphs -mɘõr -nɘ̃
a. hwi.so ɽu.do + ERG → hwi.so ɽũ.nũ.nɘ̃
b. ka.pi.ɽi.ba + ERG → ka.pi.ɽi.ma.nɘ̃
c. ku.ʃi.ʔa + ERG → ku.ʃi.ʔa.nɘ̃
d. ʃi.do + ERG → ʃi.nu.mɘ̃
e. tʃajʃ.ku.a + ERG → tʃajʃ.ku.a.nɘ̃
f. baj.ɽo + ERG → baj.ɽo.nɘ̃
g. tʃa.ʂo + ERG → tʃa.ʂo.mɘ̃
h. u.ɽu + ERG → u.ɽu.mɘ̃
i. ʃi.du.ɽɘ+ ERG → ʃi.du.ɽɘ.mɘ̃
j. ʃi.pi + ERG → ʃi.pi.mɘ̃
k. nɘs.tɘ+ ERG → nɘs .tɘ.̃mɘ̃
l. ku.ba + ERG → ku.ba.mɘ̃
m. i.ʔi.ʃi.a + ERG → i.ʔi.ʃi.a.mɘ̃
n. hwi.tʃo + ERG → hwi.tʃu.mɘ̃
o. ku.to + ERG → ku.to.mɘ̃
p. hwɘ.ʔo + ERG → hwɘ.̃ʔõ.mɘ̃

This ergative morpheme may reduce to a single nasal feature, however, as show below. The final vowel
deletes and the onset resyllabifies as the coda of the final syllable of the root. In many cases, the two
forms coexist in the speech of different speakers or even in the speech of the same speaker (WE CAN
SHOW AN EXAMPLE HERE WITH TXANA)

(24) a. dʒu.ba + ERG → ɲu.mã / ɲu.ma.mɘ̃
b. tʃa.da + ERG → tʃã.na/tʃã.na.mɘ̃

Below we see an instance of a word which has an underlying third syllable but still retains the ergative
morpheme, unlike the cases in (21).

(25) a.wa + ERG → a.wa.pã.mẽ

Analysis: we start with ERG morpheme that is a full syllable, lose the vowel and retain only the
nasal feature on the previous syllable (this seems to corroborate my analysis of YW ergativity!). this
feature spreads regressively, targeting all segments: vowels and consonants alike. next step: the nasal
feature triggers nasal harmony on voiced obstruents and deletes. we lose all ‘redundant’ marking. next
step: we completely lose all morphological marking of ERG (some speakers, especially children).

3 Appendix
The Yawanawa segmental inventory:
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3 APPENDIX

labial alveolar retroflex palatal velar glotal
stops p t k
fricatives β s ʂ ʃ h
africates ts tʃ
tap ɾ
nasals m n
aproximants w j

Table 1: Yawanawa consonant inventory

front central back
high i iː ɨ ɨː u uː
mid
low a aː

Table 2: Yawanawa vowel inventory

The Xinane segmental inventory:

labial alveolar retroflex palatal velar glotal
stops p b t d k
fricatives β s ʂ ʃ h
africates ts tʃ
tap ɾ
nasals m n
aproximants w j

Table 3: Xinane consonant inventory

front central back
high i u
mid ɘ o
low a

Table 4: Xinane vowel inventory
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